Research on dynamic algorithms for geometric problems has received increasing attention in the last years, and is motivated by many important applications in circuit layout, computer graphics, and computer-aided design. In this paper we survey dynamic algorithms and data structures in the area of computational geometry. Our work has a twofold purpose: it introduces the area to the nonspecialist and reviews the state-of-the-art for the specialist.
Introduction
The development of dynamic algorithms has acquired increasing theoretical interest, motivated by many important applications in network optimization, VLSI layout, computer graphics, and distributed computing. In this paper we survey dynamic algorithms for computational geometry problems.
Dynamic (or incremental) computation considers updating the solution of a problem when the problem instance is modi ed. Many applications are incremental (or operation-by-operation) in nature. Considerable savings can be achieved if the new solution need not be generated \from scratch," especially when the problem is large-scale.
A typical framework is to process on-line a sequence of queries and updates on some structure that evolves over time. By \on-line," we mean that the sequence of operations is not known in advance, and each operation must be completed before the next one is processed. Another dynamic framework consists of maintaining the value of a function over a dynamically evolving set of objects; for example, maintaining the minimum distance of a point set that is updated by insertions and deletions.
Typical quality measures for a dynamic algorithm are the storage space and the query and update times. A dynamic algorithm or data structure is semi-dynamic if the repertory of update operations consists only of \insertions" or only of \deletions," while a fully dynamic algorithm supports an intermixed sequence of insertions and deletions.
Dynamic data structures are not only a goal on themselves, but also an important tool in solving higher dimensional static problems using the space-sweep paradigm. Examples include hidden surface removal, construction of visibility graphs, and point location using persistent data structures.
We survey dynamic algorithms and data structures in the area of computational geometry. Our work has a twofold purpose: it introduces the area to the nonspecialist and reviews the state-ofthe-art for the specialist.
Section 2 reviews fundamental data structures such as balanced search trees. In Section 3 we review general techniques for dynamization. Sections 4{8 focus on range searching, intersections, point location, convex hull, and proximity. Problems that do not fall in these categories are discussed in Section 9. Section 10 concludes the paper with open problems.
Previous tutorial and survey work in the area is as follows. A recent overview of major topics in computational geometry is given by F. Yao 175] . Fundamental dynamic geometric techniques are described in the books by Edelsbrunner 56] , Mehlhorn 109] and by Preparata and Shamos 133] . Iyengar et al. 84] survey dynamic data structures for multidimensional searching. Overmars' thesis 121] is an excellent reference for dynamic computational geometry results up to 1983.
Throughout the paper, n denotes the current input size of the problem being considered, and k denotes the output size of a query operation (e.g., the number of points reported in a range searching query).
Fundamental Data Structures
In this section we de ne some terminology and brie y describe some fundamental dynamic data structures that are used as building blocks by a variety of algorithms.
Asymptotic Notation
Let f(n), g(n) be functions denoting the time or space complexity of an algorithm or data structure.
We assume that these functions are positive, nondecreasing and de ned over the positive integers.
The notation log n will be used as a shorthand for max(1; log 2 n).
We make use of the following standard asymptotic notations: f(n) = O(g(n)) if there exist constants c; n 0 > 0 such that f(n) cg(n) for all n n 0 . f(n) = (g(n)) if g(n) = O(f(n)). f(n) = o(g(n)) if lim n!1 f(n) g(n) = 0. The concept of amortized time complexity 162] will be used in the analysis of data structure for which the worst-case time complexity of an operation is larger than the average time complexity over a sequence of operations. That is, if a sequence of m operations takes total time t, then we say that the amortized time complexity of an operation is t=m. A detailed discussion on amortized complexity and techniques for analyzing it can be found in 162].
Balanced Trees
Consider a set P of n points in one-dimensional space (i.e., a set of real numbers). A balanced tree supports the following operations on P:
test if a query point q is in set P (membership query); locate a query point q in P, i.e., nd the largest point p of set P that is less than or equal to q (p is called the immediate predecessor of q in P); insert a new point into set P; remove a point from set P.
Balanced trees are typically realized as binary search trees whose internal nodes store the points of P. A balanced tree has logarithmic height, so that queries can be e ciently executed. After an update (insertion or deletion), the tree is \rebalanced" by means of \rotations" to maintain the logarithmic height. We can classify balanced trees into two groups: height balanced and weight balanced. In the former, one balances the height of the subtrees of each node, while in the latter, one balances the number of nodes in the subtrees of each node. Examples of height balanced trees are AVL trees 1] and red-black trees 75]. Weight-balanced trees were rst presented in 119] and include BB ] trees 25]. All of these trees use O(n) space and support each operation of the above repertory in time O(log n).
An important variation of balanced trees stores weighted items, where the weight of an item is usually associated with its access frequency in membership queries. Several schemes have been devised to support membership queries in time O(log w=w i ), where w i is the weight of the item being accessed, and w is the total weight. Analogous time bounds can be achieved for update operations. See, e.g., the biased search trees of Bent, Sleator and Tarjan 12] .
Several data structures for computational geometry are obtained by augmenting a balanced tree with secondary structures stored at its nodes, thus the cost to perform a rotation is no longer O (1) since we also have to update the secondary structures. If the time to rebuild the secondary data structures is logarithmic, then it is convenient to use red-black trees, since they can be rebalanced with only O(1) rotations after an insertion or deletion 79, 80, 104, 161] .
If updating the secondary structures takes more than logarithmic time, we can instead use weight-balanced trees. Let f(`) denote the time to update the secondary structures after a rotation at a node whose subtree has`leaves, and assume that we perform a sequence of n update operations, each an insertion or a deletion, into an initially empty BB ]-tree. If f(`) = O(`log c`) , with c 0, then the amortized rebalancing time of an update operation is O(log c+1 n); if f(`) = O(`a), with a < 1, then the amortized rebalancing time of an update operation is O(1) 110] . That is, even if a rotation may need considerable time to rebuild the secondary structures involved, the amortized cost per insertion/deletion is still fairly small, because expensive rebalancing actions are guaranteed not to occur too often. This property has been extensively used by a variety of geometric data structures. Balanced trees also support the following concatenable-queue operations on a collection of onedimensional point sets:
split set P into sets P 0 and P 00 , where P 0 contains the points of P that are less than or equal to a given point q; splice sets P 0 and P 00 into a new set P, where all the elements of P 0 are less than the elements of P 00 . The time complexity of these operations is O(log n), where n is the size of P.
Details on balanced trees can be found in textbooks such as 46, 110, 160] . New techniques for rebuilding balanced tree structures are presented by Andersson 6, 7] .
Aragon and Seidel 8] present randomized search trees, whose balancing strategy is based on randomization. The performance bounds are expected-case, where the expectation is taken over all possible sequences of \coin ips" in the update algorithms, and does not rely on any assumptions about the input. Randomized search trees combine the features of other types of search trees, including red-black trees, biased search trees, and BB ] trees. Namely, query and update times are O(log n), rebalancing is done with O(1) rotations as in red-black trees, rebuilding of secondary structures can be done with performance analogous to the one of BB ] trees, and operations on weighted items have time bounds similar to those of biased search trees.
Fractional Cascading
The problem of searching for an element in a collection of k sets of total size n frequently arises in computational geometry. The naive method, which consists of performing binary search separately in each set, uses space O(n) and has query time O(k log n). More e cient techniques have been developed for speci c instances of this repetitive search problem 57, 83, 101, 163, 167, 168] . Chazelle and Guibas 33, 34] generalize these solutions and provide a data structuring technique called fractional cascading, which achieves query time O(log n + k) using O(n) space. This time bound is optimal, and is faster than the one of the naive method by a logarithmic factor.
Fractional cascading can be formalized as follows: Let U be an ordered universe, e.g., the real numbers, and let G be an undirected graph. Assume that for each vertex v of G, there is a set C(v) U, called the catalog of v, and that for every edge e of G there is a given range R(e) = l(e); r(e)] (closed interval in U with endpoints l(e) and r(e)). Let n = P v2G jC(v)j denote the total size of the catalogs and assume that G has O(n) vertices. We want to organize the catalogs in a data structure that supports the following operations e ciently:
Let q be an arbitrary query element of U, and T a tree subgraph of G such that q 2 R(e) for all e 2 T. Locate q in each catalog C(v), with v 2 T. Given an element y 2 U and (a pointer to) the immediate predecessor x of y in C(v), insert y into C(v).
Given (a pointer to) element x 2 C(v), delete x from C(v). We assume that G has locally bounded degree, i.e., there is a constant d such that for all v 2 G and x 2 U, there are at most d edges e incident upon v such that x 2 R(e). Clearly, if G has bounded degree, it also has locally bounded degree for any choice of the ranges associated with the edges of G.
Let k denote the size of the query tree T. The static fractional cascading technique of Chazelle and Guibas 33, 34] achieves O(log n + k) query time. Regarding dynamic fractional cascading, Chazelle and Guibas 34] show that insertions and deletions of elements can be supported in O(log n) amortized time, such that the query time is O(log n + k log log n). Mehlhorn and N aher's dynamic fractional cascading data structure 111] improves the update time down to O(log log n) amortized. Also, if only insertions or deletions are allowed, the O(log log n) factor in the query and update time decreases to O(1). Dietz and Raman 50] eliminate the amortization and show how to obtain O(log log n) worst-case update time.
General Dynamization Methods
Several general techniques have been developed for constructing dynamic data structures from static ones. Overmars' thesis 121] describes in detail the results in this area until 1983.
Throughout this section, P(n), Q(n) and M(n) indicate preprocessing time, query time and storage space, respectively.
Local rebuilding, or balancing, denotes the techniques applied to search trees so that they maintain logarithmic height during a sequence of updates. Partial rebuilding is an alternative technique that proceeds by reconstructing entire subtrees when they become out of balance. It is typically applied to weight-balanced trees.
Global rebuilding is a method that periodically reconstructs the entire data structure 121]. It is best used in conjunction with data structures that support \weak" forms of update, where an item is inserted or deleted quickly at the expense of slightly deteriorating the balance of the structure. An example of weak update is lazy deletion, which does not remove the deleted item from the structure but instead marks it. More formally, a data structure supports weak updates if there are constants b and c such that after b n updates on a newly built data structure S of size n, the query time, update time, and space requirement are at most a factor c larger than the corresponding quantities in S. Global rebuilding consists of completely reconstructing the structure after b n updates. This gives a dynamic data structure with query time O(Q(n)), space requirement O(M(n)), amortized insertion time O(I(n) + P(n)=n) and amortized deletion time O(D(n) + P(n)=n), where I(n) and D(n) are the weak insertion and weak deletion times, respectively. It is possible to turn the amortized bound into worst-case by spreading the reconstruction over a number of subsequent updates, while using the old structure for queries.
A search problem on a set S of objects is called decomposable if for any partition (S 0 ; S 00 ) of S, the answer to a query on S can be obtained in constant time from the answers to queries in S 0 and S 00 . For example, the closest point problem ( nd the point of set S closest to a given query point) is decomposable. Dynamic data structures for a decomposable search problem can be obtained by maintaining a collection of static data structures that operate on blocks of items of S. The following two dynamization methods are developed for decomposable search problems:
The equal block method partitions S into f(n) subsets of about equal size, each represented by a static data structure. In terms of the parameters of the static data structure and the function f(n), the equal block method has query time O(f(n)Q(n=f(n)), update time O(log n+P(n)=n+P(n=f(n)), and space O(f(n)M(n=f(n)). If Q(n) = O(log n) and P(n) = O(n), the function f(n) can be chosen as f(n) = p n= log n so that the dynamic query and update times are all O( p n log n).
The logarithmic method partitions S into O(log n) sets of sizes given by the powers of two in the binary representation of n. If weak deletion can be supported in D(n) time, then combining the global rebuilding technique, it gives a dynamic data structure with query time O(Q(n) log n), insertion time O((log n)P(n)=n), deletion time O(log n + D(n) + P(n)=n) and space O(M(n)).
The equal block method is developed by Maurer and Ottmann 107], van Leeuwen and Wood 99] and van Leeuwen and Maurer 97] . The simple version stated here is based on van Leeuwen and Overmars 98] . The rst version of the logarithmic method is given by Bentley 15] . It is extended by Bentley and Saxe 20] who describe some more general methods and by Overmars and van Leeuwen 123, 127] who show how to turn this insertion-only method to fully dynamic. Several variations of dynamization methods for decomposable problems are reported in 53, 71, 112, 120, 121, 125, 126, 140, 152, 169] .
The dynamization technique of Rao Vaishnavi Iyengar 140] considers either semi-dynamic decomposable search problems where only insertions are performed, or deletion-decomposable search problems, where the answer of a query on a set S 0 can be computed in time proportional to computing the answers to queries on S 0 S 00 and S 00 . Membership, range searching, and range counting are examples of deletion-decomposable problems. If the static query time depends only on n, the dynamic query time and space requirement are the same as those of the static data structure, while the update time is guaranteed to be asymptotically smaller than the static preprocessing time.
(Note that this is true for range counting but not for range searching.)
Van Kreveld and Overmars 93] show how to obtain concatenable data structures from existing data structures, based on a technique called the ordered equal block method. This can be applied to all data structures for decomposable search problems. Dobkin and Suri 51] have recently presented a general technique for maintaining the maximum value of a symmetric function f(x; y) over pairs of elements of a dynamic set S. Examples include maintaining the minimum (maximum) distance of a set of points or the minimum (maximum) separation among a set of axis-parallel rectangles. They consider a semi-on-line dynamic model, where the time when an element is deleted becomes known at the moment of its insertion. The semi-on-line model lies between the o ine and on-line models, in the sense that it assumes no knowledge of the insertions and partial knowledge of the deletions.
The main result of 51] can be expressed as follows: If the function f admits a static data structure that can be constructed in time P(n) and allows one to nd the maximum of f(x; y) over all y 2 S for a given x 2 S in time Q(n), then the maximum value of f (over all pairs of elements) in a semi-on-line sequence of insertions and deletions can be maintained in amortized time O((P(n) log n)=n + Q(n) log n) per update operation.
Thus, at the cost of log n factor, the data structure allows semi-on-line update capability. As an immediate application, the diameter, or the closest pair, of a planar point set can be maintained in time O(log 2 n) per semi-on-line update. Smid 152] gives an alternative description of the algorithm, and shows how the amortized update time can be made worst-case. Moreover, it is shown that the method is a generalization of the logarithmic method: if the semi-on-line sequence consists of only insertions, we get the logarithmic method. Vaishnavi 164, 165, 166] proposes several multidimensional tree structures. A multidimensional generalization of balanced binary trees, called d-dimensional balanced binary tree, is given in 164].
It stores a set of n d-dimensional points in O(d n) space and supports access, insertion and deletion operations in O(log n + d) time, where only O(d) rotations are needed to rebalance the tree after an insertion or deletion. An amortized analysis of the insertions and deletions of this data structure is given in 165], which shows that a mixed sequence of m insertions and deletions in the structure storing n d-dimensional points takes O(d(n + m)) total rebalancing time. Based on the two-dimensional version of the data structure, 165] also gives another data structure called self-organizing balanced binary tree, which is nearly-optimal, meaning that the access probabilities of the items are not known a priori, and the tree is updated after each access so that the access time of the i-th item with searching frequency w i is O(log w=w i ), where w is the sum of the frequencies of all items (see 11]). It is shown that the total rebalancing time for a mixed sequence of m accesses, insertions and (restricted) deletions in a self-organizing balanced binary tree initially storing n items is O(n + m). A 
Range Searching
Range searching is a fundamental multidimensional search problem that consists of reporting the points of a set P contained in an orthogonal query range (an interval in one dimension, a rectangle with sides parallel to the coordinate axes in two dimensions, etc.). Fig. 1 gives an example of two-dimensional range searching. 
One-Dimensional Range Searching
Balanced search trees support one-dimensional range searching in time O(log n + k), where k is the number of reported answers, with O(n) space requirement and O(log n) update time: Let T be a balanced binary tree whose internal nodes are associated with the points of P, and whose leaves are associated with the open intervals delimited by the points. We thread the nodes of T in symmetric order. A range query for the interval (x 0 ; x 00 ) is performed as follows (see Fig. 2 ):
search for x 0 and x 00 in T, which gives the nodes 0 and 00 whose associated points or intervals respectively contain x 0 and x 00 ; follow the thread pointers from 0 to 00 and report the points of P associated with all the internal nodes encountered. 
Two-Dimensional Range Searching
Range queries in two dimensions can be answered using a two-level tree structure called range-tree.
The primary structure is a balanced search tree T whose leaves are associated with the points of P, sorted by x-coordinate. For each internal node , let P( ) be the set of points associated with the leaves of T in the subtree of , called the proper points of (see Fig. 3 ). The secondary structure of is a one-dimensional data structure for range searching by y-coordinate in the set P( ). Every point p of P is stored in the secondary structures of the O(log n) nodes on the path from the root to the leaf associated with p. Hence, the space requirement is O(n log n). By presorting the points both by x-and y-coordinate, O(n log n) preprocessing time can be achieved 16]. Let R = (x 1 ; x 2 ) (y 1 ; y 2 ) be the query range. A node of T is an allocation node for (x 1 ; x 2 ) if the vertical strip (x 1 ; x 2 ) contains P( ) but not P( ), where is the parent of . Hence, (x 1 ; x 2 ) has O(log n) allocation nodes, the sets of proper points of the allocation nodes are disjoint, and their union consists of the points of P in the strip (x 1 ; x 2 ). The points of P inside R can be found by performing one-dimensional range queries for the range (y 1 ; y 2 ) in the secondary structures of the allocation nodes of (x 1 ; x 2 ) (see Fig. 4 ). The total time complexity is O(log 2 n + k). When adding a point p to P, we add a new leaf to T, and then insert p into the secondary structures of the nodes from the new leaf to the root. This takes O(log 2 n) time. Next, we rebalance T by means of rotations. When performing a rotation at a node , we rebuild the secondary structures of the nodes involved in the rotation, which takes time proportional to the number of leaves in the subtree of . Hence, by using a weight-balanced tree for T, the amortized rebalancing time is O(log n), and thus the amortized insertion time is O(log T stores catalog P( ), and query subgraphs are root-to-leaf paths. In the static case we obtain O(log n + k) query time 103, 168, 170] . In the dynamic case we have O(log n log log n + k) query time and O(log n log log n) update time 111] . This technique readily extends to d-dimensional space R d , yielding a data structure with O(n log d?1 n) space requirement, O(log d?1 n log log n) update time, and O(log d?1 n log log n + k) query time (O(log d?1 n + k) in the static case).
Mehlhorn 109] intorduces a variation of the above data structure, the range tree with slack parameter m: instead of augmenting each node with a secondary structure, only the nodes with depth divisible by m have secondary structures. Smid 154] gives a complete analysis of the data structure, and shows that the space used is O(n(log n=f(n)) d?1 ), the query time is O((2 f(2n) =f(n)) d?1 log d n+ k) and the update time is O(log d n=f(n) d?1 +log d?1 n=f(n) d?3 ) amortized, where f(n) plays the role of the slack parameter and is a smooth non-decreasing integer function such that f(n) = O(log n). In this way, we obtain many interesting trade-o s between space and query time: for f(n) = 1, we get the original range tree as described earlier (whose query and update time can be further improved by fractional cascading as stated before); for f(n) = d log n=(d ? 1)e, we get a linear size data structure with query time O(n log n + k) and amortized update time O(log 2 n); for f(n) = d log log n=(d ? 1)e, we get a range tree of size O(n(log n= log log n) d?1 ), with query time O(log d+ n=(log log n) d?1 + k) and amortized update time O(log d n=(log log n) d?1 ).
Priority Search Tree
The priority search tree of McCreight 108] e ciently supports a restricted type of range queries, where the query rectangle has at least one side at in nity. It is a hybrid of a heap (for the ycoordinates) and of a balanced search tree (for the x-coordinates).
A static priority search tree T for a set P of n points in the plane is built as follows. The root of T stores the highest point of P, denoted p( ), and the median x-coordinate of the remaining points, denoted x( ). The left subtree is a priority search tree for the points of P ? fp( )g to the left of the vertical line x = x( ), and the right subtree is a priority search tree for the remaining points.
First, we show how to perform a range query for a query rectangle R = (?1; x ) (y ; 1) unbounded on top and to the left. If p( ) lies in R, then report it, else if p( ) is below y , then stop. If x < x( ), then recursively call the procedure on the left subtree, since all the points in the right subtree are outside R. Else (x x( )), recursively call the procedure on the left and right subtrees. (Note that the recursive calls in the left subtree scan the subtree from top to bottom and terminate whenever a point below y is reached.) The entire query takes O(log n + k) time, using O(n) space, where k is the number of points reported.
This procedure can be generalized to handle ranges with three sides (unbounded on top) by traversing two paths instead of one, with the time bound remaining the same. Note that the heap structure of the priority search tree is based on the top-down order of the points, so that it supports queries in rectangles unbounded on top; if the query rectangles are unbounded on bottom, we build the tree using the bottom-up order. The other two cases (unbounded to the left or right) are analogous.
The priority search tree discussed so far is static; to dynamize it, we replace the xed tree structure with a red-black tree T, whose leaves store the points of P sorted by x-coordinate. Each internal node also stores the highest point among the leaves below it that is not stored in any ancestor of that node (heap property). Note that some interior nodes may not store any point.
Since the red-black tree has height O(log n), the query time is O(log n + k) with space complexity O(n). To insert a point, we add a new leaf, restructure the path from the leaf to the root to maintain the heap property, and perform the necessary rotations. A rotation at a node requires updating the path from to the root. Since a red-black tree can be rebalanced with only O (1) rotations, insertion of a point takes O(log n) time. To delete a point, we remove from the tree the nodes (a leaf and at most one internal node) storing the point. Hence, deletion of a point takes O(log n) time. Bentley 15, 16] shows that there is a static data structure for d-dimensional range searching with P(n) = S(n) = O(n log d?1 n) and Q(n) = O(log d n). . It is a kdimensional generalization of balanced search trees. For simplicity, consider the case k = 2. First, the point set is partitioned evenly by the vertical line through the median of the x-coordinates.
Overview of Dynamic Techniques for Range Searching
Next, each of the two halves is further split evenly by the horizontal line through the median of its y-coordinates, and so on, letting the direction of the cutting line alternate at each step. This decomposition process is represented by a binary tree. Detailed discussion on kd-trees can be found in 13, 84, 96, 133] Smid and Overmars 157] consider the problem of maintaining range trees in secondary memory. They give a number of schemes to partition range trees into parts that are stored in consecutive blocks in secondary memory, and also study lower bounds for the partitions so that many of the proposed partitions are proved to be optimal.
The half space range query problem is the following: Given a set of points in R d , and given a query half space, report all the points that lie in the query half space. Mulmuley 115] gives a randomized algorithm for the half space range queries, under the \com-minust" model, where a random sequence of insertions and deletions is de ned as follows. Given an update sequence u, de ne its signature = ( u) to be the string of + and ? symbols of the same length, where the + symbols correspond to insertions in u and ? symbols correspond to deletions.
We say that u is an (N; )-sequence, where N is the set of objects involved in u, and the size of N is m. We say that u is a random (N; )-sequence if it is chosen from a uniform distribution on all valid (N; )-sequences. Let k be the number of points that lie in the query half space. The expected query time is O(k log n), and the total expected cost of maintaining the data structure over a random (N; )-sequence is O(m bd=2c+ ) for any > 0.
Matou sek 106] consider the following simplex range searching problem: given a set of points in R d , each with a semigroup weight, report the points or compute the cumulative weight of the points that lie in a given query simplex. He proposes an e cient partition scheme for point sets, and applies the dynamization techniques for decomposable searching problems of 15] and 121] to get a data structure with O(n) space, O(n 1?1=d (log n) O(1) ) query time, O(log n) amortized deletion time and O(log 2 n) amortized insertion time.
Intersections

Segment Tree
The segment tree data structure was introduced by Bentley 14] . Let X be a set of N points on a line, and S a set of n segments with endpoints in X. A segment tree T = T(X; S) supports the following operations:
report all the segments of S that contain a query point x (point enclosure); count the number of segments of S that contain a query point x; insert a new segment, with endpoints in X, into S; remove a segment from S.
The primary component of segment tree T is a balanced binary tree with N ? 2 internal nodes and N ?1 leaves. Each leaf of T corresponds to an elementary interval I( ) between consecutive points of X, and each internal node corresponds to a nonextreme point x( ) of X. Also, each node of T is associated with the interval I( ) formed by the union of the elementary intervals of the leaves in the subtree of (see Fig. 5 ). Given a segment s with endpoints in X, the allocation nodes of s are the nodes of T such that s contains I( ) but not I( ), where is the parent of (see Fig. 6 ). It can be shown that there are at most two allocation nodes of s at any level of T, so that s has O(log N) allocation nodes.
To answer report-queries we add to T a secondary component that stores at each node the point x( ) and the set of segments S( ) that are allocated at (see Fig. 5 ). The k segments containing a query point x are the segments allocated at the nodes in the path of T from the root to the leaf such that x 2 I( ), and thus can be reported in O(log N +k) time using O(N +n log N) space. Count-queries are answered by replacing the set of proper segments at each node with its size, so that queries take O(log N) time using O(N) space. Inserting or deleting a segment takes O(log N) time. We can remove the restriction that the set X of endpoints be xed by using a weight-balanced tree for the primary structure of T. A rotation at a node takes time proportional to the number of leaves in the subtree rooted at . Hence, rebalancing takes O(log n) amortized time, and update operations take O(log n) amortized time.
Concatenable Segment Tree
A concatenable version of the segment tree is given by van Kreveld and Overmars 94] , which can be used to answer the following one-dimensional stabbing queries: given a query segment s on the same line where the segments of S lie, report the k segments in S intersected by s. In addition to the stabbing queries and standard updates (insertion and deletion of segments), the data structure supports split and concatenate operations. Namely, a concatenate operation joins two segment trees T 1 and T 2 such that each segment in T 1 is to the left of each segment in T 2 , and a split operation is the inverse of a concatenation. The space requirement is O(n log n), a stabbing query takes O(log n+k) time, insertions, concatenations, and splits take O(log n) amortized time, and deletions take O(log n a(i; n)) amortized time, where a(i; n) is the row inverse of Ackermann's function A( ; ), i.e., a(i; n) = minfj j A(i; j) ng for a xed constant i; for example, a(i; n) = (log n) for i = 1 and a(i; n) = (log n) for i = 2. This method is based on a new union-copy data structure for sets, which generalizes the well-known union-nd structure.
Interval Tree
Here we present the interval tree, a data structure due to Edelsbrunner 55] , which is called a 1-fold rectangle tree in the original paper. Let X be a set of N points on a line, and S a set of n segments with endpoints in X. An interval tree T for X and S is a data structure that supports the following operations:
report all the segments of S that contain a query point x (point enclosure); insert a new segment, with endpoints in X, into S; remove a segment from S.
The primary structure of T is a balanced binary tree whose internal nodes store the points of X, sorted from left to right, and whose leaves represent intervals between consecutive points of X. Each segment s of S is allocated at the least common ancestor of the nodes associated with the endpoints of s. The set of segments allocated at a node , denoted by S( ), is represented by two linked lists that store the left endpoints sorted from left to right, and the right endpoints sorted from right to left. Hence, the space requirement is O(n + N).
A query for point x is answered by traversing a path in T from the root to the node whose associated point or interval contains x. At each node of this path we scan the left or right endpoint list of S( ) depending on whether the left or right child of is on the path. The time spent at node is O(1 + k ), where k is the number of segments of S( ) containing point x. Hence the total query time is O(log N + k). To support insertion and deletion of segments, we replace the endpoint lists with inorder-threaded balanced search trees. Hence, the update time is O(log N + log n).
The restriction on the xed set of endpoints can be removed, as usual, by using a BB ] tree for the primary structure. We obtain O(n) space, O(log n + k) query time, and O(log n) amortized update time.
The interval tree can be modi ed to support one-dimensional segment intersection queries, which consist of reporting the segments intersected by a given query segment.
The technique of making data structures concatenable due to van Kreveld and Overmars 93] results in a concatenable interval tree that supports stabbing queries in O( p n log n + k) time, insertions, deletions, splits, and concatenations in O( p n log n) time, with O(n) space.
Orthogonal Segment Intersection Queries
Consider a set S of n horizontal segments in the plane. An orthogonal segment intersection query on S consists of reporting the k segments of S intersected by a given vertical query segment.
The segment tree can be extended to support orthogonal segment intersection queries by representing each set S( ) with a balanced search tree sorted by y-coordinates. This data structure uses O(n log n) space and supports queries in time O(log 2 n + k). The update time is O(log 2 n). Static fractional cascading can be used to improve the query time to O(log n + k) 167 ].
Lipski 100,101] shows how to achieve O(log n log log n+k) query time, O(log n log log n) update time and O(n log n) space by applying the techniques of van Emde Boas 26, 27 ] to the secondary structures of the segment tree. However, updates are restricted to a xed set of O(n) coordinates for the endpoints, and the query segments are known in advance.
Dynamic fractional cascading eliminates these restrictions and achieves O(n log n) space, O(log n log log n+ k) query time, and O(log n log log n) update time 111] for the general problem.
Imai and Asano 82, 83] give two semi-dynamic techniques for the case in which updates are restricted to insertions only or deletions only, respectively; both techniques require that the ycoordinates of the segments be known in advance. The linear-time set-union and set-splitting algorithms of Gabow and Tarjan 68] are used for the secondary structures of the segment tree. They achieve O(n log n) space, O(log n + k) query time, and O(log n) amortized update time.
McCreight 108] gives an O(n)-space data structure for orthogonal segment intersection with O(log 2 n + k) query time and O(log n) update time, using priority search trees as the secondary structure of an interval tree 108]. Updates are restricted to a xed set of O(n) coordinates for the segment endpoints. This restriction can be removed by using a BB ] tree for the primary interval tree.
Cheng and Janardan 37] give an algorithm for orthogonal segment intersection queries in the plane, with O(n) space, O(log 2 n + k) query time and O(log n) insertion/deletion time. They propose a solution for a special kind of segment intersection problem, where a query segment is of a xed slope (discussed in Section 5.5). Then the orthogonal segment intersection problem is treated as a special case of their proposed problem.
Orthogonal rectangle intersection queries consist of reporting the rectangles of a set R intersected by a query rectangle r, where rectangles are of the type a 1 ; b 1 ] a 2 ; b 2 ]. We have that a rectangle r 0 of R is intersected by r if and only if one of the following mutually exclusive cases arises (see 
Ray Shooting
Let S be a set of segments (with arbitrary directions and possibly intersecting) in the plane. Segment intersection queries ask one to report the segments of S intersected by an arbitrary query segment. Ray-shooting queries ask one to determine the rst segment hit by an arbitrarily-directed ray r emanating from a query point q. Schipper and Overmars 143] give a technique for segment intersection queries that works for the case where the segments in S do not intersect each other. They apply the dynamization technique of decomposable searching problem to segment partition trees, and achieve the followsing result: O(n log n) space, O(log Cheng and Janardan 40] improve and dynamize the static techniques of 3] for segment intersection and ray-shooting. Their method makes extensive use of a spanning path of low stabbing number, which is similar in concept to a spanning tree of low stabbing number, illustrated as follows: Let S 0 be a set of n points in the plane. A spanning tree of stabbing number c(n) for S 0 is a spanning tree for S 0 whose edges are line segments, such that any line stabs (i.e. intersects) only c(n) edges of the tree. Let ST(n) be the time required to construct such a tree. It is shown in 36] that a spanning tree of stabbing number c(n) can be transformed in linear time into a possibly selfintersecting spanning path with stabbing number at most 2c(n), thus the time SP(n) to construct such a path is O(ST(n)). Let w(n) be the working storage needed to construct a spanning path Chiang, Preparata and Tamassia 41] present a fully dynamic technique for ray-shooting and segment intersection in a connected planar subdivision, using a uni ed approach (see Section 6.2). In particular, a location structure and a hull structure are used to perform the queries, and a normalization structure is used to ensure e cient updates, which consist of insertions and deletions of vertices and edges. The data structure uses space O(n log n), supports ray-shooting and segment intersection queries in time O(log 3 n) and O(k log 3 n), respectively, with update time O(log 3 n) worst-case for edge updates and amortized for vertex updates.
Point Location
Planar point location is a classical problem in computational geometry. Given a planar subdivision P with n vertices, i.e., a partition of the plane into polygonal regions induced by a planar graph drawn with straight-line edges, we want to determine the region of P that contains a given query point q. If q lies on a vertex or edge of P, then that vertex or edge is reported (see Fig. 8 ).
Monotone, convex, and triangulated subdivisions are planar subdivisions such that every region is a monotone polygon, a convex polygon, or a triangle, respectively. By Euler's formula for planar graphs, a planar subdivision with n vertices has no more than 3n ? 6 edges and 2n ? 4 regions. Point location is closely related to a variation of the ray-shooting problem. Namely, if we store with each edge of a planar subdivision P the name of the region above it, we can locate a query point q by nding the rst edge hit by a downward vertical ray originating at q. Update operations for planar point location consist of inserting or deleting a vertex or an edge into the subdivision. While edge insertion is uniquely de ned, vertex insertion can be performed either by creating an isolated vertex, or by inserting a vertex along an existing edge, which is split into two edges. The dual operations of edge insertion and deletion are also useful 76]: an expansion splits a vertex v into two new vertices connected by an edge; each new vertex inherits a subsequence of the edges formerly incident on v. A contraction merges two adjacent vertices v 1 and v 2 into a new vertex, which inherits the edges incident on both v 1 and v 2 .
Dynamic Point Location with a Segment Tree
In this section we describe a simple dynamic point-location method for connected subdivisions, based on the segment tree. It is reported in Overmars 122] . The update operations supported are inserting and deleting edges with at least one endpoint vertex already in the subdivision. This method uses O(n log n) space and has O(log 2 n) query and update times. The data structure consists of two components: a segment tree T storing the segments of P, and a collection of balanced trees, called boundary trees, representing the boundaries of the regions of P. The segment tree is used to answer ray-shooting queries for downward rays, while the boundary trees allow one to determine the region above a given edge.
The primary structure of tree T is based on the x-coordinates of the vertices of P. The allocation of the edges of P to the nodes of T is done by considering the projections of the edges to the x-axis. Hence, for every node of T, the proper edges of are nonintersecting segments that span the vertical strip de ned by the x-interval I( ). The secondary structure of T stores at each node a balanced tree S( ) storing the proper edges of sorted from bottom to top. Inserting and deleting edges correspond to standard segment tree operations on T, and thus take O(log 2 n) time, amortized for updates that add a new vertex or remove an existing vertex.
A query in T identi es the rst edge of P hit by a downward vertical ray originating at query point q as follows (see Fig. 9 ): Trace a path from the root of T to the leaf whose elementary interval contains the x-coordinate of q. For each node of this path, determine the highest edge below q by searching in the balanced tree S( ). Among the edges found by the previous step, return the one closest to q. Hence, a query takes time O(log 2 n), since O(log n) tree searches are performed, each taking O(log n) time. The boundary tree for a region r is a balanced tree B(r) storing the edges on the boundary of r sorted according to their circular sequence (starting at any edge). The root of B(r) stores the name of r. Every edge e has exactly two representatives in the boundary trees of the regions on the two sides of e. We store with each edge e a pointer to its representative e 0 in the boundary tree of the region above e. Hence, given an edge e we can determine the region above e by accessing the representative e 0 of e and walking up to the root of its boundary tree. This takes O(log n) time since each region has O(n) edges. Adding and removing edges correspond to performing O(1) concatenable-queue operations on the boundary trees, which take time O(log n).
Overview of Dynamic Point Location Techniques
The dynamic point-location technique of Overmars 122] is described in the previous section. As presented in the original paper, it deals with subdivisions whose regions have a bounded number of edges, such as triangulations. However, this restriction can be removed by using the boundary trees as discussed above. Tamassia presents a technique for point location in triangulations that allows a tradeo between query and update time, and can be used in conjunction with any of the known static point location data structures 159]. It is based on the dynamization methods for decomposable search problems 20, 121] . The update operations are inserting a \star" (vertex and three edges) inside a region (which partitions it into three new regions), and swapping the diagonal of a convex quadrilateral formed by adjacent regions. Tamassia shows that for any smooth nondecreasing integer function b(n) with 2 b(n) p n, there exists a dynamic point location data structure with O(n) space, O((log 2 n)= log b(n)) query time, and O((log 2 n)b(n)= log b(n)) update time. By setting b(n) = 2, we obtain O(log 2 n) query and update times. By setting b(n) = log n, we obtain O((log 2 n)= log log n) query time and O((log 3 n)= log log n) update time. Finally, by setting b(n) = n , we obtain O(log n) query time and O(n log n) update time.
Cheng and Janardan 38] present two methods for dynamic planar point-location in connected subdivisions. Their rst method achieves O(log 2 n) query time, O(log n) time for inserting/deleting a vertex, and O(k log n) time for inserting/deleting a chain of k edges. Their second method achieves O(log n log log n + k) time for inserting/deleting monotone chains, at the expense of increasing vertex insertion/deletion time to O(log n log log n) and increasing the query time to O(log 2 n log log n).
Both of their methods use O(n) space and are based on a search strategy derived from the priority search tree 108] (see Section 4.3). They dynamize this approach with the BB ] tree data structure 110], using the approach of Willard and Lueker 169] to spread local updates over future operations, and the method of Overmars 121 ] to perform global rebuilding (at the same time) before the \current" data structure becomes too unbalanced. As emphasized by the authors, such methods are mainly of theoretical interest, because they involve rather complex manipulations of data structures.
Goodrich and Tamassia 70] show how to maintain a monotone subdivision dynamically so as to achieve O(n) space, O(log 2 n) query time, O(log n) time for vertex insertion/deletion, and O(log n+k) time for the insertion/deletion of a monotone chain with k edges. This method is based on a new optimal static point-location data structure, which uses interlaced spanning trees, one for the subdivision and one for its graph-theoretic dual, to answer queries. Queries are performed by using a centroid decomposition of the dual tree to drive searches in the primal tree. The link-cut tree data structure of Sleator and Tarjan 149] is used to dynamize the method, which is relatively easy to implement. This approach also allows one to implement the dual operations of expand and contract, with applications to three-dimensional point location. A variation of this method supports updates in a semi-dynamic environment in which only insertions are performed. In this case the centroid decomposition of the dual tree is explicitly maintained in a BB ] tree 110], and a simple version of fractional cascading 34] is applied to improve the query time to O(log n log log n) while also improving the complexity of updates to O(1) amortized time.
Chiang and Tamassia 42] present a fully dynamic data structure for point location in a monotone subdivision, based on the trapezoid method 131]. The operations supported are insertion and deletion of vertices and edges, and horizontal translation of vertices. It extends the previous dynamic trapezoid method of Preparata and Tamassia 136] in two aspects: it supports monotone subdivisions instead of convex subdivisions, and removes the restriction that the vertices lie on a xed set of horizontal lines. To achieve the rst extension, it introduces a new type of partitioning objects, called spanning tangents, and modi es the dynamic convex hull technique of Overmars and van Leeuwen 124] to compute and maintain the spanning tangents. To achieve the second extension, a BB ] tree is used to control the cost of rebuilding the secondary structures involved in updates. It achieves optimal query time O(log n), update time O(log 2 n) and space O(n log n), where the time bounds are amortized for insertion and deletion of vertices, and worst-case for the others. 118] presents two algorithms for dynamic point location in arrangements of d-dimensional hyper-planes, where the updates consist of insertions and deletions of hyperplanes. Their algorithms use random bits in the construction of the data structure but do not make any assumption about the update sequence or the hyperplanes in the input. The algorithms are simple and are based on the dynamic sampling technique. For the rst algorithm, the query time isÕ(polylog(n)), the space requirement isÕ(n d ), the update time isÕ(n d?1 log n), and the expected update time is O(n d?1 ), whereÕ notation indicates that the bound holds with high probability 1 ? 1=n for some 1. The probability and the expectation are solely with respect to randomization in the data structure.
They also give a related algorithm that supports queries in optimalÕ(log n) time Devillers, Teillaud and Yvinec 48] describe a randomized algorithm for dynamic point location in an arrangement of line segments in the plane. They generalize the in uence graph data structure of 28] to dynamically maintain the trapezoidal map of an arrangement of segments, and assume that the insertion sequences are evenly distributed among the n! possible sequences of n segments, and any already inserted segment can be deleted with the same probability. Let a denote the current size of the arrangement. The data structure requires O(n+a) expected space and supports queries in O(log n) expected time. A segment can be inserted in O(log n + a=n) expected time and deleted in O((1 + a=n) log log n) expected time.
Baumgarten, Jung and Mehlhorn 10] give a fully dynamic data structure for planar point location in general subdivisions, where the updates consist of insertions and deletions of nonintersecting, except possibly at endpoints, line segments. They combine interval trees, segment trees, fractional cascading and the data structure of 38], and achieve O(n) space, O(log n log log n) query and insertion time and O(log 2 n) deletion time, where the time bounds for updates are amortized.
Chiang, Preparata and Tamassia 41] present a fully dynamic technique for planar point location in connected subdivisions, where the update operations are insertions and deletions of vertices and edges. The central idea of the technique is to transform (i.e., normalize) a connected subdivision into a monotone subdivision by adding horizontal segments (called lids), under the control of a normalization structure, so that each inserted edge crosses O(log n) lids and thus the size of the update is controlled. A variation of the dynamic tree of Sleator and Tarjan 149] is used to maintain the normalization structure, where each solid path is represented by double threads. Moreover, a hull structure, which is a modi cation of the dynamic convex hull structure of Overmars and van Leeuwen 124] , is augmented to the normalization structure, so that the spanning tangents introduced in Chiang and Tamassia 42] can be computed e ciently. Point location queries are supported by a separate location structure, which is a dynamic version of the trapezoid tree 131]: it is not explicitly balanced but instead represented by a dynamic tree 149]. The method achieves optimal query time O(log n), with space O(n log n) and update time O(log 3 n), where the time bounds are amortized for the vertex update and worst-case for the other update operations. This uni ed approach also supports fully dynamic ray-shooting queries (see Section 5.5), and shortest path queries (see Section 9.4).
Convex Hull
Given a set of points S in d-dimensional space, the convex hull H of S is de ned as the smallest convex polygon containing all the points of S (see Fig. 10 for a two-dimensional example) . Computing the convex hull of a set of points is not a searching problem, so the corresponding dynamic problem needs to be de ned. In a dynamic environment, we consider a set S of points that is updated by means of insertions and deletions. The following query operations arise naturally:
nd if a given point of S is on the convex hull H of S; nd if a query point is internal or external to the convex hull H of S; nd the tangents to the convex hull H of S from an external query point; nd the intersection of the convex hull H of S with a given query line; report the points on the convex hull H of S. 
Semi-Dynamic Maintenance of Planar Convex Hulls
In this section we present a variation of the technique of Preparata 130] First, we observe that we can maintain separately the upper and lower hulls of S, de ned as the subchains U and L of H that are delimited by the leftmost and rightmost points of S. The vertices of L and U are stored into balanced trees T L and T U , sorted by x-coordinate. Find-type queries are answered in O(log n) time essentially by searching in T L and T U .
For example, given a query point q we can determine in O(log n) time the segments of L and U intersected by a vertical line through q by searching for x(q) in in T L and T U . If neither of these segments exists, then q is outside the convex hull H. Otherwise, q is in H if and only if it lies vertically between these segments, which can be checked in O (1) To nd the vertices supporting the left and right tangents from p to U, we classify the vertices of U with respect to p as follows (see Fig. 11 The right supporting vertex can be found similarly. After having computed the supporting vertices, we can update T U by means of a constant number of split and splice operations. Clearly, it is possible to determine in O(1) time whether v is supporting, re ex, or in ex with respect to p. Hence, nding the supporting vertices and updating the convex hull takes O(log n) time.
Some deletion-only data structures with linear size and O(log n) amortized deletion time for planar convex hulls are given by Chazelle 29] and by Hershberger and Suri 77] . 
Fully Dynamic Maintenance of Planar Convex Hulls
Now we describe the fully dynamic convex hull technique of Overmars and van Leeuwen 124] . In the insert-only scheme of the previous section, points found to be internal to the current convex hull can be thrown away; however, in the fully dynamic setting, we must keep all points, since the deletion of a current hull point may cause some internal points to resurface on the hull boundary.
As before, we show how to maintain the upper hull (U-hull for short) U in a tree T U ; the lower hull L is dealt with similarly.
T U is a balanced binary tree, whose leaves store the points sorted by their x-coordinates from left to right. Each internal node of T U represents the U-hull U of its leaves. The secondary structure of node stores in a balanced tree (supporting concatenable-queue operations) the points of U that are not in U , for any ancestor of . The data structure uses O(n) space since each point is stored twice (in a leaf and in some internal node). Queries can be performed using the secondary structure of the root of T U , which represents the U-hull of all the points.
Before discussing insertion and deletion, we rst describe some basic primitive operations. Let (S 1 ; S 2 ) be a partition of S such that all the points in S 1 are to the left of those in S 2 . Also, let the U-hulls U 1 , U 2 of S 1 and S 2 be maintained in T 1 and T 2 , respectively. To compute the U-hull U of S from U 1 and U 2 , we compute the points q 1 2 U 1 (which partitions U 1 into U 11 and U 12 to the left and right of q 1 , with q 1 2 U 11 ) and q 2 2 U 2 (which again partitions U 2 into U 21 and U 22 , with q 2 2 U 22 ) such that q 1 q 2 is the supporting line to both U 1 and U 2 . The U-hull U then consists of U 11 , q 1 q 2 , and U 22 ; we construct the tree T U of U by creating a root node and making T 1 and T 2 the left and right subtrees of . The root stores the points of U 11 and U 22 , while the left and right children of store the points of U 12 and U 21 , respectively. We call this operation bridging and its inverse operation de-bridging. Suppose that q 1 is the i-th point of U 1 from left to right (and thus the i-th point of U); we also store the integer i in to facilitate de-bridging.
To perform bridging, we must compute q 1 and q 2 . Given any two points p 1 2 U 1 and p 2 2 U 2 , each of these two points can be classi ed with respect to segment p 1 p 2 as either in ex, re ex or supporting. This results in nine cases; we take q 1 = p 1 and q 2 = p 2 if (p 1 ; p 2 ) = (supporting, supporting). In the case (p 1 ; p 2 ) = (in ex, in ex), we de ne l 1 to be the line going through p 1 and its right neighbor in U 1 , l 2 the line going through p 2 and its left neighbor in U 2 , and then use l 1 and l 2 to decide which portion of U 1 and/or U 2 to eliminate. For the remaining cases, deciding which portion of U 1 and/or U 2 to discard can be easily done. In summary, during the computation of q 1 and q 2 , we can always eliminate a portion of one or both hulls. Recall that U 1 and U 2 are stored in the secondary trees of the roots of T 1 and T 2 . Therefore, starting from the points of the roots of the two secondary trees, we can nd q 1 and q 2 in O(log n) time. We then split U 1 and U 2 by q 1 and q 2 , keeping U 12 and U 21 in the left and right children of , and splice U 11 and U 22 into , all in O(log n) time. Thus bridging can be done in O(log n) time. The de-bridging is performed easily: split U into U 11 and U 22 by the i-th point q 1 , splice U 11 into the left child of and U 22 into the right child, and remove root . Hence de-bridging also can be done in O(log n) time.
To insert a point, we rst search in the tree T U along a root-to-leaf path and insert it as a new leaf, according to its x-coordinate. For each node visited, we perform a de-bridging operation, so that its children contain the complete U-hulls of their leaves. We then perform a sequence of bridgings along this leaf-to-root path to restore the property that each point is stored only once in the internal nodes of T U . Finally, rotations may be needed to rebalance the tree, each corresponding to a constant number of splits and splices of the secondary structures involved. Since there are O(log n) bridgings, de-bridgings, splits, and splices, each taking O(log n) time, the total time for insertion is O(log 2 n). A deletion can be performed similarly, with the same time bound O(log 2 n).
Overview of Dynamic Convex Hull Techniques
Let (S 1 ; S 2 ) be a partition of S such that all the points in S 1 are to the left of those in S 2 . Given the convex hulls of S 1 and S 2 , the convex hull of S can be computed in O(log n) time in two dimensions 124] (the bridging of the previous section), and in O(n) time in three dimensions 132].
This property allows one to apply the dynamization technique for order-decomposable problems.
Hence, planar convex hulls can be dynamically maintained using O(n) space, O(log 2 n) update time, O(log n) time for a nd-query, and O(k) for a report-query 121]. For three-dimensional convex hulls, the space requirement is O(n log log n), the update time is O(n), and the query time is O(log n) for a nd-query, and O(k) for a report-query. A tree-based data structure for planar convex hulls that implements these ideas is presented in 124], as described in the previous section.
Karp, Motwani, and Raghavan 87] consider the problem of answering a sequence of on-line queries on a static data set. Let t be the number of queries, which is not known in advance. The conventional preprocessing method, which at once constructs a data structure for the entire data set, takes P(n) + tQ(n) time to answer t queries, where P(n) and Q(n) are the preprocessing and query time, respectively. For example, t convex hull membership queries are performed in time O((n + t) log n). This method may be wasteful when t is small. Namely, if t = o(log n), it is more convenient to avoid preprocessing and execute each query with an O(n)-time algorithm. In the deferred data structuring method of 87] the processing is query-driven, and builds up the data structure piece by piece, only when required for answering a query. It is shown that t convex hull membership queries can be performed in optimal time O((n + t) log min(n; t)), using as a subroutine the Kirkpatrick-Seidel top-down convex hull algorithm 90]. Several dynamic deferred data structuring methods for some membership problems are given by Smid 151] and Ching, Mehlhorn and Smid 43 ].
An o -line dynamic convex hull problem is studied by Hershberger and Suri 78] . They show that a sequence of n operations, each an insertion, deletion, or query, can be processed in time O(n log n) using O(n) space, provided all the operations are known in advance. Alternatively, a sequence of n insert and delete operations can be preprocessed in O(n log n) time and space such that queries in history (i.e., with respect to the point-set at a given time in the past) can be answered in O(log n) time. The method of 78] can be extended to the problems of maintaining o -line the maxima of a point-set, the intersection of a set of half-spaces, and the kernel of a simple polygon.
The technique of van Kreveld and Overmars 93] to make data structures concatenable provides a data structure for reporting the convex hull within a query rectangle in time O( p n log n log n+k);
insertions and deletions take O(log 2 n) time and the space complexity is O(n). 
Proximity
In this section, we consider problems involving distances between points, which are typically measured using an L r metric (1 r Mulmuley 115] shows how to build a dynamic data structure that can be used to answer knearest neighbour queries in R d for any d, with O(k log n) expected query time and O(m dd=2e+ ) expected time for executing a random (N; )-sequence, for any > 0, where m is the size of N. Bentley 17, 18] considers several proximity searching problems in a semi-dynamic point set.
In 17], kd-trees are used to support the nearest neighbour query and the xed-radius nearest neighbour query, which asks for reporting all points within a xed radius of a given query point. The point set is semi-dynamic in the sense that deletions and undeletions (of the previously deleted points) are supported but insertions of new points are not allowed. It is shown that several operations that require O(log n) expected time in general kd-trees may be performed in O(1) expected time in semi-dynamic trees. Also, a sampling technique reduces the time to build a tree from O(kn log n) to O(kn + n log n). 18] shows how proximity searches in semi-dynamic point sets are able to yield e cient practical algorithms for problems such as minimum spanning trees, approximate matchings, and a wide variety of traveling salesman heuristics.
Closest n= log log n) as follows. Two Voronoi diagrams can be merged in linear time. Therefore, we can apply the logarithmic method with P(n) = O(n). If we replace the logarithmic method by a method that writes the size of S in the number system with base log n, then both the query time and the insertion time are O(log 2 n= log log n). Supowit 158] shows how to dynamize heuristic algorithms for closest-point and farthest-point problems in the presence of deletions.
Maintaining the minimum and maximum distance between points under a semi-on-line sequence of updates can be handled using the general technique of Dobkin ) smallest distances de ned by a set of n points in O(n log n) time. By 49, 141] , which show how to compute the n smallest distances in O(n log n) time, the update time is improved to O(n 1=2 log n), for arbitrary dimension. In 156], the update time is reduced to O(log d n log log n) amortized, while the space is slightly increased to (n log d n).
We . We have that = d(S; S) = min( 1 ; 2 ; 12 ). The data structure for S consists of two recursively de ned structures for S 1 and for S 2 , maintaining 1 and 2 , respectively, and a data structure for the pair (S 1 ; S 2 ), maintaining 12 . We now partition S by a horizontal line l into two equalsized sets, then t and l de ne four quadrants. The two pairs of left-right adjacent quadrants are maintained in two recursively de ned structures as for (S 1 ; S 2 ). The two pairs of opposite quadrants are maintained as follows. Let (A; B) be one such pair with B in the rst quadrant and A in the third. Assume that jBj jAj. Let The complete data structure resembles the range tree, and updates can be performed by rotations. Moreover, dynamic fractional cascading can be applied.
The width of a point set is the minimum width of a strip (formed by two parallel lines) that encloses all the points. Agarwal and Sharir 4] study the following problem of o -line dynamic maintenance of width: given a real W > 0 and a sequence of n insert/delete operations on the point set S, determine whether there is any i such that after the i-th operation, the width of S is at most W. They make use of the dynamic convex hull technique of Overmars and van Leeuwen 124] (as discussed in Section 7.2), so that the answer can be computed in O(n log . The second algorithm uses space O( n), supports updates in O( log n) time and reports in O( ) time a pair of points of S at distanceD , wherê D=D sin( +1 2 ).
9 Other Problems 9.1 Maximal Points Let S be a set of n points in the plane. A maximal point p of S is one such that no other point of S has both its x-and y-coordinates greater than those of p. The m-contour of S is the \staircase" chain delimiting the points of the plane that are dominated by at least one maximal point of S.
One can test if a point is maximal by performing a range query, using, e.g., the data structure of Willard and Lueker 169] 
Union of Intervals
Given a set of intervals on a line, which is dynamically updated by insertions and deletions, we consider the problems of answering the following queries:
report the union of the intervals as a sequence of k disjoint intervals sorted from left to right; test if a query point is inside the union; test if a query interval is contained in the union; nd all the`intervals in the union intersected by a query interval;
The technique of Overmars 120] uses O(n) space, supports updates in time O(log 2 n), and answers these queries in time O(k), O(log k), O(log k), and O(log k +`), respectively. Cheng and Janardan 39] improve the update time to O(log n), while the time for queries increases by replacing the log k terms with log n. Their data structure also supports the maintenance of the measure of the union, which can be reported in O(1) time.
Hidden Line or Surface Elimination
Bern 24] considers a hidden-line removal problem in which the scene consists of n rectangles with sides parallel to the coordinate axes, and the viewpoint at z = 1. In 24] two methods are given for this problem. The rst is for static scenes, based on segment tree and heap structures, with running time O(n log n + k log n), using space O(n log n), where k is the number of line segments in the output. The second one is dynamic, further supporting insertions and deletions of rectangles. BB ]-trees, priority search trees and dynamic fractional cascading are used, so that it achieves O(log 2 n log log n + k log 2 n) amortized time per insertion or deletion, using space O(n log 2 n + q log n). Here k is the number of visible line segments that change, and n and q are respectively the number of rectangles and the number of visible line segments at the time of the update. Also, the visible rectangle in the display containing a given query point can be found in time O(log n log log n). Preparata, Vitter and Yvinec 129, 139] give two hidden-line elimination techniques for displaying a scene of three-dimensional isothetic parallelepipeds (3D-rectangles). The method of 139] considers the case where the scene is viewed from in nity along one of the coordinate axes (axial view). The algorithm is scene-sensitive and runs in time O(n log 2 n + k log n), where n is the number of the 3D-rectangles and k is the number of edges of the display. In 129], the scene is formed from a perspective view. The primary data structure is a simple alternative to dynamic fractional cascading for use with augmented segment trees and range trees when the universe is xed beforehand. The algorithm is scene-sensitive and runs in time O((n+k) log n log log n), where n is the number of the 3D-rectangles and k is the number of edges of the display.
Preparata and Vitter 138] consider the problem of hidden-line elimination in terrains. Their main data structure implicitly maintains a lower convex hull. At any time, the current convex hull can be printed in time linear in its size. It is simpler than the structure of Overmars and van Leeuwen 124] , since it requires fewer balanced trees (one rather than a linear number) and still supports the same applications. This structure is used to perform hidden-line elimination in time O((n + k) log 2 n) for terrains, where k is the number of edges of the display. De Berg 22] presents an output-sensitive algorithm to maintain the view of a set of c-oriented polyhedra under insertions and deletions, where a set of polyhedra is c-oriented if the number of di erent orientations of its edges is bounded by some constant c. The algorithm allows the polyhedra to intersect as well as to cyclically overlap in the scene. The method is based on new dynamic data structures for ray-shooting and range searching for c-oriented objects, namely, a ray-shooting query is given by a c-oriented query ray and a range searching query is given by a c-oriented polygon (of constant size). The method maintains the visibility map at the cost of O((k + 1) log 3 n) time per insertion or deletion, and use O((n + K) log 2 n) space, where k is the number of changes in the view, and K is the size of the visibility map.
Shortest Path
The shortest path problem can be stated as follows: Given a simple polygon P, we want to determine the Euclidean shortest path (or its length) between two given query points q 1 and q 2 inside P, avioding the edges of P. For the static case, an optimal algorithm is given by Guibas and Hershberger 73] that supports shortest path and shortest path length queries in O(log n + k) and O(log n) time, respectively, with O(n) space 
Constructive Solid Geometry
Complex geometric solids are represented in Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) as a hierarchical combination of primitive objects (e.g., spheres and tetrahedra) using set operations such as union, intersection, and di erence. The resulting compound object is described by a CSG-tree whose leaves are the primitive objects and whose internal nodes are set operators. CSG representations are a fundamental tool in computer graphics. Several e cient algorithms are given in 69] for CSG classi cation problems, such as determining whether a query point is inside a compound object.
Cohen and Tamassia 45] study a dynamic point inclusion problem in which a collection of compound objects is modi ed by changing their primitive constituents and by update operations, such as link and cut, on their CSG-trees. Queries consist of reporting whether a given compound object contains a xed point p. By applying their dynamic expression trees to the technique of 69], they show that the dynamic point inclusion problem on a collection of compound objects de ned by CSG-trees of total size n can be solved using an O(n)-space data structure that supports query and update operations in O(log n) time.
Approximation
Fortune 59] considers geometric algorithms implemented using approximate arithmetic. An algorithm is robust if it always produces an output that is correct for some perturbation of its input; it is stable if the perturbation is small. An assertion of stability should be accompanied by a measure of the relative perturbation bound. Perturbation can be measured as a function of the problem size n and the relative accuracy " of the approximate arithmetic. In 59] a technique to maintain the triangulation of a planar point set is presented, in which the triangulation is stored as a combinatorial planar graph embedding. The following operations are supported: point location, adding and deleting points, and changing edges. It achieves the stability assertion that, at any time, there is a relative perturbation of the points of size at most O(n 2 ") that makes the embedding actually planar.
Franciosa and Talamo 60] study the problem of approximating the convex hull of a set of points whose coordinates are real numbers, and thus may be of in nite length. They de ne an "-approximated convex hull, whose vertices are within distance " from the corresponding ones of the convex hull, and vice versa. A sequence of approximations such that " halves at each step is constructed, where the k-th approximation is computed from the rst k bits of each coordinate. In a RAM with logarithmic costs, the algorithm computes the s-th approximation in O(ns(log n + s)) time and O(n) space, building the k-th approximation from the (k ? 1)st one in O(n(log n + k)) time.
Graph Drawing
A drawing ? of a graph G maps each vertex of G to a distinct point of the plane and each edge (u; v) of G to a simple Jordan curve with endpoints u and v. We say that ? is a polyline drawing if each edge is a polygonal chain; ? is a straight-line drawing if each edge is a straight-line segment; ? is an orthogonal drawing if each edge is a chain of alternating horizontal and vertical segments. A grid drawing is such that the vertices and bends along the edges have integer coordinates. Planar drawings, where edges do not intersect, are especially important because they improve the readability of the drawing. An upward drawing of an acyclic digraph has all the edges owing in the same direction, e.g., from bottom to top. A visibility representation maps vertices into horizontal segments and edges into vertical segments that intersect only the two corresponding vertex segments. Graph drawing algorithms are surveyed in 52]. In the following we denote with n and m the number of vertices and edges of a given graph.
Cohen et al. 44 ] describe a framework for dynamic graph drawing algorithms. At a rst glance, it appears that updating a drawing may require (n+m) time in the worst case, since one may have to change the coordinates of all vertices and edges. Their approach is to consider graph drawing problems in a \query/update" setting. Namely, an implicit representation of the drawing of a graph G is maintained such that the following operations can be e ciently performed:
Drawing queries that return the drawing of a subgraph S of G consistent with the overall drawing of G. They aim at an output-sensitive time complexity for this operation, i.e., a polynomial in log n and k, where k is the size of S. Ideally, the time complexity should be O(k + log n). A special case of this query (S = fvg) returns the coordinates of a single vertex v.
Point location queries in the subdivision of the plane induced by the drawing of G. Such queries are de ned when the drawing of G is planar.
Window queries that return the portion of the drawing inside a query rectangle.
Local update operations, e.g., insert and delete vertices and edges, and update the (implicit) representation of the drawing accordingly.
Global update operations, such as combining two graphs into one, or replacing an edge of a graph by another graph.
There are two types of quality measures in dynamic graph drawing: the \aesthetic" properties of the drawing being maintained, and the space-time complexity of queries and updates. There is an inherent tradeo between the two. For example, it is very easy to maintain the drawing by a graph in which the vertices are randomly placed on the plane and the edges are drawn as straightline segments. However, the aesthetic quality of the drawings produced by this simple strategy is typically not satisfactory. On the other hand, if we want to guarantee optimal drawings with respect to some aesthetic criteria, e.g., planarity, symmetry, etc., the update/query operations may require high time complexity.
Work on dynamic graph drawing is as follows. Moen 113] considers trees and presents a technique that restructures the drawing of a tree in time proportional to its height, and hence linear in the worst case. Cohen et al. 44 ] present several techniques for dynamic drawing of trees and planar graphs. The dynamic technique for upward drawings of rooted trees uses O(n) space and supports updates and point location queries in O(log n) time; drawing queries take time O(k+log n) for a subtree, and O(k log n) for an arbitrary subgraph; and window queries take time O(k log n). The dynamic algorithm for upward straight-line drawings of series-parallel digraphs uses O(n) space and supports updates in O(log n) time; drawing queries take time O(k + log n) for a series-parallel subgraph, and O(k log n) for an arbitrary subgraph; point location queries take O(log n) time; and window queries take O(k log 2 n) time. Finally, dynamic data structures for polyline drawings of planar st-graphs and general planar graphs use O(n) space, and support updates in O(log n) time and drawing queries in O(k log n) time.
Lower Bounds
General lower bound techniques for dynamic algorithms are discussed in 23, 64] ; some relevant lower bounds are also given in 32, 62, 63, 173] . 164] gives an upper bound that precisely matches the lower bounds of 63] and 173]; the di erence between these two is that they obtain the same quantitative lower bounds under di erent models of computation. 88] gives an upper bound that nearly matches the lower bound of 62]. Fredman and Willard 65, 174] explain how fusion trees refute many conjectures about lower bounds. For instance , 174] shows that one can speed up the priority trees of 108] by a factor of log log n.
Open Problems
Despite the increasing interest in the area of incremental computation, e cient dynamic algorithms are not known for many geometric problems. Further research is needed both in the design of dynamic data structures and in the development of lower-bound arguments for incremental computation. The two most important open problems in the area appear to be the following:
Convex Hull: nd a fully dynamic data structure for maintaining the convex hull of a set of points in the plane that uses O(n) space and supports queries and updates in O(log n) time.
Point Location: nd a fully dynamic data structure for planar point location that uses O(n) space and supports queries and updates in O(log n) time.
